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MONTE OLIVETO MAGGIORE 
(Asciano)

St. Mary’s Abbey at Monte Oliveto Maggiore was 
founded in 1313 by Giovanni Tolomei (1272-1348), a 
member of a noble family from Siena who retreated, 
together with two other aristocrats, into an ascetic life 
amongst the desert scenery of Accona (Asciano). The 
community embraced the Benedictine Rule and in a 
short time it was formally approved by the Church, tak-
ing its name from the locality. Until 1809 the abbey lived 
in splendour for centuries. It was then returned to the 
monks almost a century later. You can enter it by a clay 
brick turret (1393-1526) over whose arch is a sixteenth-
century glazed polychromatic terracotta Madonna and 
Child with Angels by the Buglionis’ workshop; on the op-
posite side of the passage is Saint Benedict blessing, by the 
same workshop. An avenue flanked by cypresses marks 
the boundary between the pharmacy’s garden, the pond 
and other isolated chapels, and leads up to the church, 
which has a gothic bell tower with a three mullioned 
window: it dates back to 1399-1417. The façade has a 
magnificent portal; the perimeter has sturdy quadrangu-
lar Gothic buttresses. From the 17th century it has had an 
octagonal dome with a lantern.

The largest of the three cloisters, the only one you can 
visit, houses splendid frescoes by Luca Signorelli and 
Giovanni Antonio Bazzi, also known as il Sodoma. From 
here we reach the refectory and, through a double stair-
case frescoed with the Coronation of the Virgin by Sodoma 
and a Deposition by an unknown artist, one can reach 
the atrium of the library; and after climbing a second 
fork-shaped staircase, one finds the three-aisle library, a 
masterpiece by the  architect, sculptor and cabinetmaker 
Giovanni da Verona (1515-1516). Here we also find other 
important pieces such as the door, the wardrobe and the 
Easter candlestick. The holes within the Order’s coat-of-

arms on the doors still serve to allow bats (who sleep in 
the eaves) access to the library, they are welcomed as 
they kill the parasitic insects, dangerous for the books. 
You can also visit the historic pharmacy with its precious 
ceramic medicine vessels.

The church is built in the shape of a Latin cross with 
a single nave; the original Lombard gothic interior was 
replaced by a late baroque style (1772). The  greatest 
masterpiece is the inlaid wooden choir of Giovanni da 
Verona (1503-1505), it is of the highest quality and dis-
plays figures, perspectives and mixed compositions in 
each panel. In the sacristy, which has a wooden ceiling 
dating from 1417, there is a lovely inlayed bookcase de-
signed by Raffaello da Brescia (1518-1520). In the Chapel 
of SS. Sacramento is the miraculous wooden Crucifix car-
ried by Bernardo Tolomei at the time of his retirement to 
Monte Oliveto (1313), which inspired mystical visions to 
the saint.

Carlotta Gonzi
English translation: Maria Laura Teleuca



The frescoes by Signorelli (1497-1498) and Sodoma 
(1504-1505) in the great cloister tell the life of St. Bene-
dict. The lunettes from I to XIX are by Sodoma; the XX 
was restored by Bartolomeo Neroni nicknamed il Ric-
cio, a pupil and son in law of Sodoma,  using a drawing 
by Signorelli; the numbers XXI to XXVIII (by Signorelli) 
are the earliest works and the worst preserved; from the 
XXIX to XXXVIII these are again works by Sodoma. Each 
episode is framed by grottesca decorations and friezes, 
and they are all inspired by the biography of the patron 
of Europe written by St. Gregory the Great.

In Benedict’s Departure to Rome (I), the deep patheti-
cal farewell gaze between the adolescent and his family 
is the most remarkable element; the galloping horse in 
the scenery of the Norcia landscape look inspired by the 
Lombard naturalism, while it is bizarrely typical of Sod-
oma to show one of the two donkeys in the background 
painted without front legs. In the next episode (Benedict 
abandoning the school of Rome), the artist demonstrates an 

“archaeological” knowledge by painting Rome in the 
background with Castel S. Angelo. In the third episode, 
The Miracle at Affile, the narration of the event is in three 
steps, completed by a self-portrait of the painter in lux-
ury robes with his favorite pets at his feet, while in the 
XIX – Benedict and the monks are tempted by prostitutes – the 
sensuality of the young dancing female bodies and the 
monks’ turmoil prove the painter’s interest for psycho-
logical aspects. No less refined, is Signorelli’s The Bless-
ing of the Monks (XXVI), which is an anecdote about the 
paranormal capabilities of the saint, who “guessed” the 
transgression of a monastic rule and convinced the sin-
ners to repent: the scene showing the monks at the inn is 
an example of rare vivacity and realism.

In the passage from the cloister to the church are two 
other splendid Sodoma frescoes: the Christ-bearer and 
the Christ at the Column.

Filippo D’Agostinis
English translation: Angela Carella



Bernardo Tolomei, founder of Monte Oliveto

Inspired by the first Christian hermits who practiced 
meditation, prayer and penance in the deserts of Pal-
estine and Egypt, the three noblemen of Siena Patrizio 
Patrizi, Ambrogio Piccolomini and Giovanni Tolomei, 
then called Bernardo in honour of Bernard de Clairvaux, 
chose, in 1313, the “desert of Accona “ inbetween the cra-
tors and the rocks as a place to rediscover God.

Their rigorous conduct led Pope John XXII in Avi-
gnon to fear that a new community of laity hermits had 
been born which in his opinion had  the smell of heresy 
about it.  For this reason Bernard, after a miraculous vi-
sion, chose to dress in  a white monastic habit and with 
the permission of the mighty Bishop of Arsenal, Guido 
Tarlati (1319) to adopt the Rules of the Benedictine Or-
der. The congregation, led by Bernardo from 1322 until 
1348, when he died of the plague, finally had the  ap-
proval from Pope Clement VI in 1344.

According to the chroniclers of the time, Tolomei 
contracted the disease for having gone to the aid of his 
Sienese brothers. In the chaos of the plague, his body was 
probably buried hastily in the common pit of the Con-
vent of Porta Tufi; after several excavations and detailed 
searches no body has been found, and therefore – in the 
absence of his relics – his only inheritance for the faithful 
is the story of his life and works. Sofia Bazzoni

English translation: Gillian Maggs

S. ANNA IN CAMPRENA (Pienza)

In 1324 Bernardo Tolomei founded the Olivetano 
monastery of S. Anna in Camprena near Pienza. The 
name comes from the sandy soil (campus arenae) of the 
place; and its dedication is amongst one of the oldest to 
be made to the Virgin Mother. Nestled in a quiet and se-
cluded piece of the countryside, it was rebuilt and redeco-
rated in the late 15th century in the Renaissance style. Its 
decline began after the mid-1500’s: and in less than two 
centuries the monastery was abolished and abandoned. 
In 1970, restorations began to turn it into a prestigious 
relic of the diocese. Here Anthony Minghella filmed some 
of the Oscar-winning film The English Patient (1996).

The church has a small covered entrance, an oculus 
and a tympanum, a late Lombard style  bell tower, the 
layout is in the shape of a Latin cross,  with a nave and a 
transept with vaulted ceiling. The most important work 
is the seventeenth-century Crucifix on the main altar,  by 
an unknown artist. The entrance to the monastery, which 
looks like a fortress, lead to the cloister, whose arches 
were filled in because of stability problems in 1501. Half-
circular vaulted ceilings cover the wings, one of which 
gives access to the refectory which was frescoed by Sod-
oma (1502-1503). Giulio Lizio Bruno

English translation: Desy Macis

The territory of Asciano 
is especially renowned for the production of the finest 

Crete Senesi truffles, the best of all being the white truffle,  
but let us not forget the quality of  the other products from 

this area, like the olive oil, beef and pork.



St. Anna in Camprena marked the beginning of 
the Tuscan phase of activity by Sodoma. The scenes on 
the short sides of the structure are divided by grottesca 
frames, which are present also in the lateral frieze. Op-
posite the entrance is the representation of the Multi-
plication of Loaves and Fish with Rome – the “New Jeru-
salem” in the background.  Lombard and Leonardism 
stylistical features display here and look mingled with 
Perugino’s style influence. On the entrance wall, on the 
left is frescoed St. Benedict Giving the Rule of the Order to 
the Olivetani: the saint is wearing pontifical robes, sit-
ting among six monks in a theatrical architecture with 
an open loggia; a tragic Pietà (showing Virgin Mary with 
the dead Christ) full of pathos; a Madonna with Child and 
St. Anna with a landscape in the background that blurs 
into the mist. The surviving frieze has busts of saints and 
some Stories of the Saints Anna and Joachim.

Filippo D’Agostinis
English translation: Mariella Leonetti

Pienza’s Pecorino cheese
Pienza has linked its gastronomic reputation to the quality 
of its dairy production, with world renowned 
sheep cheese - Pecorino, olive oil and wines.

Il refettorio con il ciclo di affreschi del Sodoma64

verità confermo (tucto) quello se sopra 
scritto de mia propria mano, promecto 
oservalo.(in archivio di stato firenze, 
Patrim. eccl. Pienza=compagnie sop-
presse, a.11cccIX, voll. 1-2(461) fo-
glio 18 bis)

Il ventiseienne Giovanni antonio Baz-
zi si mise subito al lavoro, rispettando 
scrupolosamente le prescrizioni con-
trattuali. sulla parete di fondo, sopra 
la mensa del abbate, rappresentò, 
suddividendola in tre parti, il mira-

Pietà, sopra la porta di ingresso del refettorio



S. MARIA ASSUNTA AT 
MONTEFOLLONICO (Torrita di Siena)

Below Montefollonico are the ruins of the Cistercian 
Abbey of the Holy Virgin of Assumption. known as Con-
ventaccio, founded in 1109 and a theater of repeated and 
dramatic contests and conquests. In 1234 it was devas-
tated by the armies from Orvieto and Montepulciano, 
it then passed to the Augustinians monks, who recon-
structed it (1250), but soon it came back in property of 
the Benedictines. Its decline culminated in the early 19th 
century, when it passed into private hands and became 
a rural building. The ruins are visible from the road that 
goes down towards Gracciano.

The complex, built  in local limestone, had typical 
Cistercian ichnography but the three gothic divisional 
arcades between the central nave and right aisles of the 

church (and the right surviving wall, with lateral portals 
of an extravagant gothic style, one with a lintel) could 
date back to the Augustinian reconstruction . Twelve 
Romanesque sculptures, mostly by Lombard and French 
craftsmen, date from the end of the 11th and 13th centu-
ries, and come all but one from the church. They can now 
be seen in the former church of S. Bartolomeo in the vil-
lage. Notice the two stylized lions, probably used to sup-
port columns of a portal; a carving with a winged griffin 
and a half capital with a pestle, a pelican and a bird with 
a bunch of grapes – it’s an allegory of the Eucharist and 
Resurrection; a Roman nobleman, probably a magistrate, 
and a bird, perhaps depicting John the Evangelist with 
the eagle, his symbol; capitals with anthropophagous 
and animal-like protruding sculptures; the rare station-
ary cross with Christus triumphans on both sides; and fi-
nally the alabaster onyx burial slab with St. Christopher.

Martina Baldelli
English translation: Giuseppe Salvatore

Torrita di Siena 
and its territories 
offer quality olive oil and 
wines (the most precious 
is the Montefollonico Vin 
Santo), as well as a tradition 
of high quality delicatessans 
that attract gourmet diners.



Bonizzella Cacciaconti and Brandano 
between Trequanda and Montefollonico

Bonizzella, daughter of the noble Ghibelline Ildebrandino Cac-
ciaconti, lived between 1230-35 and 1300. Wife of Naddo Piccolomini 
of Corsignano, after his death, she returned to her father’s estate in 
Belsdale and created there a place of prayer, relief and charity. After 
centuries of oblivion, her body was found on May 6, 1500 because bees 
were flying in and out of a crack in the side wall of the SS. Pietro and 
Andrea church;  After they removed the stones in the wall, her body 
and that of her nephew Guido, who had died at an early age, were 
found, both of which appeared to be perfectly preserved and smelling 
of incense.  Since 1751 one body has been moved  into the main altar 
and the other into the left transept.

Among the miracles attributed to the Blessed One, one particular-
ly interesting one is the curing of   blindness which had been inflicted 
on wicked individuals, who were healed only after their repentance. 
The saint is venerated betweenTrequanda and Montefollonico, in the 
church of S. Leonardo (her portrait is on the right side of the main al-
tar), but in her burial place a three day festival is held between 6 and 8 
May each year which celebrates the discovery of the body.

Bartolomeo Garosi was born in 1486 in Petroio, where he spent a 
dissolute youth. He was  converted after an accident in the fields and 
then he began his preaching, first in his native village and then in Mon-
tefollonico. He left his family and lived as a hermit using alms from 
Siena, where he preached passionate sermons. He preached  barefoot,  
whilst wearing a white hoodless robe, and holding in his hands a cruci-
fix and a human skull.  In these sermons he attacked the powerful indi-
viduals of the time, invited the people to give  penance and announced 
imminent disasters. He wanted to be called Brandan, referring to the 
great sword (the brander) - the word – given by God “to resurrect the 
thieves and sinners of all kinds”. His ways often inspired respect and 
veneration but sometimes  violent or derisory reactions occurred, but 
in Siena he was protected because of the assistance he  provided to 
the sick and to beggars. After adventurous trips to  Italy, France and 
Spain he moved to Rome, but Pope Clement VII did not appreciate 
his extreme attitudes.  On returning to Siena, he began to preach with 
greater radicalism so he was exiled to Piombino (1548-1552). He re-
turned to the city but he died only two years later and was buried in 
an unknown place. The application for his beatification is still ongoing.

Sofia Bazzoni - English Translation: Rebecca Bardelli

ABBADIA SICILLE 
(Trequanda)

Abbadia Sicille derived 
its name from the exquisite 
former Benedictine Ab-
bey of S. Maria a Sicille. 
The name of this town has 
its origins from the Secne, 
the name of Etruscan land-
owners in the sixth century 
which was translated into 
Latin as Secennii; Secennil-
lae was probably the name 
which Sicille originated 
from. A Hellenistic Etrus-
can cinerary urn, which is now to be seen in Castelmuzio 
amongst other precious items, came from the abbey.

Founded before 1177, the abbey originally belonged 
to the Benedictines, to whom the inscription on the ar-
chitrave of the main portal refers, it is enclosed between 
two Maltese crosses  and is dated 1263. In 1311 the abbey 
passed to the Olivetani, whose coat of arms is on the ocu-
lus in the facade .

The church, itself overlooked by an 18th-century bell 
tower, preserves the original Romanesque structure in 
the façade, with a smooth perimeter of travertine block 
courses and a portal with pointed arches, but the oculus 
and the top cornices are from the fifteenth century. Inside 
there is a single nave with wooden trusses, which can 
only be visited by making a request to the adjoining pri-
vate estate, there are two frescoes from the Sienese school 
of the XV and XVI centuries and an eighteenth-century 
canvas from the Sienese workshop of the Nasini.

Carlo Crestini
English translation: Lavinia Cojocaru



ABBADIA DI MONTEPULCIANO 
(Montepulciano)

Abbadia di Montepulciano takes its name from the 
no longer visible Benedictine Romanesque abbey of S. 
Pietro di Argnano, originally located close to the eigh-
teenth-century Bastogi farms: nowadays there is a little 
church close to a villa and there are rooms with vaulted 
ceilings on the ground floor of a neighboring cottage 
that can not be visited. The name derives from the Arna 
Etruscan gentry, Romanized into Arnia. In medieval 
documents the abbey is also known as Badia dei Caggio-
lari and Badia in Crepaldo. Both of these names are from 
the Longobards, the first by gahagi (means “palace with 
a private park”), the second by the first name Garipald 
(which might indicate a former owner), so it would be 
conceivable to attribute the foundation of the abbey to 
the eighth century.

Furio Durando
English translation: Gillian Maggs

MONTEPULCIANO

In Montepulciano, in via del Poggiolo, we can find 
the remains of a former monastery and the church of 
St. John the Baptist belonging to the Benedictine Con-
gregation of Silvestrini, which was founded in 1228 by 
Silvestro Guzzolini, a mystic and hermit from Marche. 
The church today has been deconsecrated and converted 
into a diocesan library.  It was erected in 1269, sixteen 
years after Pope Innocent IV had approved the establish-
ment of the hermitic community of St. John the Baptist in 
Montepulciano. The Silvestrini came there in 1332, and 
controlled the monastery until the seventeenth century, 
after which it was given to the Bishop’s Seminary. The 
entrance portal of travertine, dating back to the 15th cen-
tury transferred here from the church of S. Maria della 
Cavina, is still remarkable characterised by its Ionic pa-
rades, architrave and triangular tympanum. Inside, the 
restorations have brought to light anonymous frescoes 
with Episodes of the life of St. Silvestro dating from 1412 
and a Crucifixion from the same period.

Furio Durando
English translation: Lavinia Poponi



SPINETO (Sarteano)
A few kilometers away from Sarteano, on the south-

west side of Mount Cetona, stands the former Vallom-
brosani’s Abbey of SS. Trinità di Spineto, whose name 
evokes dense bushes and brambles, ideal for an eccle-
siastical community. In 1085 Willa, widow of Pepone I 
Manenti, built a church dedicated to the Trinity and the 
Virgin Mary, and donated it with all the surrounding 
fields to the Benedictines of Abbadia S. Salvatore, who 
had already owned lands here since 1016. The monas-
tery became an important religious center and in 1112 
it passed to the Vallombrosani, experiencing two and a 
half centuries of splendour, and was home to an active 
and rich scriptorium and library. After the Black Death 
plague (1347-1349) its decadence began, which culminat-
ed in the passage of the Abbey (in 1627) to the Cistercians 
and its subsequent suppression of activities in 1652. After 
several changes of ownership both between ecclesiastical 
and private property owners, in 1989 it passed to the Ta-
gliapietra family, who created the “Estate of the Spineto”, 
one of the most prestigious cultural and hosting centres 
in southern Tuscany. The abbey had a severe and impos-
ing Romanesque design and was equipped with all the 
functional buildings for production, hospitality, service, 
prayer and administration. None of the original plans re-
main, but a document from 1595 gives us an idea of the 
original layout.

Walking along the north side you reach the entrance 
to the church. The design was in the shape of a large Latin 
cross with a single nave which ends in a protruding tran-
sept. The material used was the local travertine which 
was laid is stone courses, and the plain exterior was only 
animated  by a portal with a limestone tympanum, an 
oculus and windows. The only decorations are the Cis-
tercian coat of arms on the portal and two Romanesque 
bas-reliefs with zoomorphic decoration on the walls. The 

interior is austere, devoid of decorations, covered with 
wooden trusses in the longitudinal body and sometimes 
with crossed beams in the transept; a quadrilateral dome 
is at the intersection, which probably replaced an older 
octagonal dome. Little remains of the original bell tower, 
which was a very tall structure, this has now been re-
placed by a brick sail-shaped bell turret.

Gaia Costantini
English  Translation: Federica Lodovichi

Sarteano 
Among the typical products of Sarteano, 
which was a renowned spa resort even in 
Etruscan times, the most famous 
is the extra virgin olive oil, 
one of the best in Tuscany, 
but the territory also offers 
excellent meats and wines.



Club Chianciano T. 
Chiusi - Montepulciano
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ALONG THE MONK’S TRACK
Abbeys and hermitages amongst Orcia, Chiana and Amiata
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Pictures of Monastery of S. Anna in Camprena are printed by courtesy of
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Texts and translations by students, former students 
and teachers of Licei Poliziani - Montepulciano


